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Building an understanding of debris-flow avulsion tendencies would deepen the 
understanding of sediment transport modes and inform hazard assessment and 
mitigation by suggesting the paths of future debris-flows following channel avulsion. To 
explore these tendencies, three debris fans were selected in southern Colorado for 
compensational analysis. Compensation refers to the tendency of discrete flow events 
to preferentially fill topographic lows following channel avulsions (Straub et al., 2009). 
By assessing the level of compensational behavior within each fan, it was possible to 
predict, in a general sense, the avulsion tendency. To assess the level of compensation 
present within each fan, outcrops where either natural or anthropogenic processes had 
acted to expose strata were located and subdivided into discrete depositional units. The 
relative size and positioning of each unit was used in a statistical analysis of 
compensation within each debris fan system. The result of this analysis was a single 
number, referred to as the modified compensation index (Straub and Pyles, 2012), for 
each outcrop which varied from 0.63 to 1.03 across the three exposures. Values close 
to 0.5 represent intermediate avulsion tendencies within a fan, while results 
approaching 1.0 reflect more compensational behavior. Values less than 0.5 correspond 
to anti-compensational, or aggradational behavior which is rarely observed in nature 
(Straub and Pyles, 2012). The results of this project include a correlation assessment of 
modified compensation indices versus other data collected in the field and interpreted in 
the lab including: the percent stream flow material by area, percent clay by mass in the 
matrix, percent by volume of pebble-sized clasts, percent by volume of cobble-sized 
and greater clasts, maximum observed unit thickness, observed unit width, unit width-
to-thickness ratio, fractional outcrop distance from the fan apex, and absolute distance 
of outcrop from the fan apex. It is intended that engineers and developers may predict 
the level of compensation and therefore the avulsion habits of a debris fan by observing 
a combination of these readily measurable parameters. As a result, mitigation methods 
could be selected and arranged more strategically to account for the likely direction of 
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Debris flows are a type of sediment-gravity flow that commonly occur in arid to 
semiarid regions in which the introduction of excess water mobilizes loose material on 
steep slopes into a potentially devastating flow of rock, soil, and water (Boggs, 2012). 
The continued expansion of human population into mountainous regions has greatly 
increased the hazardous effects of debris flows in terms of damage to infrastructure and 
human life. In light of this, there lies a need to increase our understanding of the 
processes that govern debris fans and their development through time to help predict, 
mitigate, and/or control debris flows to reduce this hazard. Whipple (1992) compiled the 
following questions to quantify the information necessary to address these concerns: 
1. Under what conditions are debris flows initiated? 
2. How often do they occur? 
3. What volume of material is likely to be involved? 
4. Where will the debris flow overtop its channel banks and inundate the fan surface? 
5. What controls the sudden channel avulsions that are characteristic of the fan 
environment? 
A significant volume of research addresses questions 1 through 3; however, the 
likely paths and avulsion habits of debris flows are not as well understood. Debris flow 
mitigation measures, such as catchment dams, debris fences and excavated channels, 
are only effective if they are positioned properly. A poor understanding of the avulsion 
habits of a fan could severely reduce their efficiency if an incoming debris-flow takes a 
different path from that predicted. Recent sedimentology techniques have been 
developed to characterize the evolution and avulsion tendencies of deep-water, fluvial 
and deltaic systems (Straub et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Straub and Pyles, 2012). 
These techniques could be applied to debris flows as well. Some work has been done 
to attempt to quantify the internal (autogenic) variability in sediment deposits through 
the use of the statistically-derived compensation index (к) and the modified 
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compensation index (кCV) (Straub et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Straub and Pyles, 
2012). These statistical parameters were developed to quantify the degree of 
compensational stacking within sedimentary strata comprised of multiple discrete 
sedimentary deposits, such as debris flows. In terms of basin filling, compensation 
refers to the tendency of flow deposits to strategically fill topographic lows throughout 
the sediment transport field in an effort to reduce the potential energy of the system 
(Straub et al., 2009). The primary mechanism believed to be responsible for this 
reorganization is avulsion, the process by which a channel aggrades to a threshold 
elevation and then migrates to another topographic low (Straub and Pyles, 2012).  
Values of both кCV and к range from anti-compensational (0.0), to uncorrelated or 
intermediate (0.5), to perfectly compensational (1.0) (Straub et al., 2009). The selection 
of the coefficient of variation (кCV) over the original compensation index (к) is a matter of 
convenience as both parameters measure the same tendencies within a fan. The 
compensation index requires knowledge of sedimentation and basin subsidence rates 
for the system under consideration which can be difficult to measure. In contrast, the 
coefficient of variation relies on the dimensions of unit boundary surfaces, as viewed in 
cross section (perpendicular to fan slope), to assess compensation (Straub and Pyles, 
2012). These data are much easier to obtain from strata in outcrop. In light of this, field 
sites have been selected in regions of southern and southwestern Colorado where both 
natural and anthropogenic processes have acted to expose representative sections 




Figure 1.1: Study Areas Location Map: A) Woodland Park Fan, B) Poncha Pass, C) 
Cedar Mesa Fan. Dotted red lines represent the interpreted relic fan shape, and blue 
dotted lines indicate the extent of the mapped outcrop. 
 Through detailed mapping of exposures containing an adequate number of 
depositional units and their associated bounding surfaces, the level of compensation 
within each debris flow-dominated sediment system is evaluated. The modified 
compensation indices were correlated with other readily measureable parameters of 
each fan including:  
1. The percent stream flow material by area,  
2. The percent clay by mass in the matrix,  
3. The percent by volume of pebble-sized clasts,  
4. The percent by volume of cobble-sized and greater clasts,  
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5. The maximum observed unit thickness,  
6. The observed unit width, unit width-to-thickness ratio,  
7. The fractional outcrop distance from the fan apex,  
8. The absolute distance of outcrop from the fan apex.  
This comparison has provided the first step in which the avulsion tendencies of a debris 






















Background research pertaining to debris flow depositional processes and 
structure and the derivation of the modified compensation index was conducted prior to 
field work. The findings are summarized below.  In addition, a discussion of the possible 
impacts of avulsion characterization on hazard assessment and mitigation design is 
presented. 
2.1 Debris Flows: Facies, Structure and Processes 
Debris flows are defined as sediment gravity flows composed of highly 
concentrated, poorly-sorted mixtures of sediment and water that behave as a Bingham 
plastic material. Bingham plastic behavior refers to the tendency of a material to flow 
with a constant viscosity following the exceedance of an inherent yield strength. Debris 
flows are common in arid and semiarid environments as well as under water. Most 
subaerial failures initiate on slopes with a grade greater than 10 degrees, however 
movement may continue following initiation across slopes as gentle as 1 to 2 degrees 
(Boggs, 2012). Debris flows are generally initiated by the introduction of excess water to 
loose earth material on steep slopes either by progressive rilling or a process referred to 
as the fire hose effect. Progressive rilling represents the progressive mobilization of 
loose sediment by overland flow especially at knick-points and plunge pools (Coe et al., 
2002). The fire hose effect is used to describe the concentrated flow of water across a 
deposit of loose material, such as a talus fan, which in turn mobilizes the entire mass 
downslope (Coe et al., 2002). Once mobilized, material will migrate downslope to the 
fan of deposition where the flow undergoes a series of changes as it transitions from the 
levee-dominated upper fan to the lobe-dominated lower fan (Blair and McPherson, 
1998). Processes that dominate the upper fan include the lifting of larger clasts to the 
top of the flow due to differential buoyancy and their subsequent accumulation at the 
nose of the flow due to increased velocities on the surface as opposed to the friction-
inhibited base. This rafting of larger clasts can lead to reverse grading within some 
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debris-flow deposits, a feature that helps distinguish consecutive debris flow events and 
between debris flows and intermittent stream flow deposits. As large clasts (usually 
boulders/cobbles depending on the grain size distribution of the flow) migrate to the 
nose of the flow, they begin to interlock and inhibit movement which can lead to 
blockage and avulsion or result in the lateral pushing of clasts to the flow margins. As 
the flow progresses down slope, the larger clasts are left behind as levees in an 
approximate slope-parallel orientation (Blair and McPherson, 1998).  
A brief transition in depositional environments exists between the levee and lobe-
dominated zones of the fan. Once the flow progresses beyond the levee stage and 
leaves behind a majority of the larger clasts, it continues onto the shallow slopes of the 
lobe-dominated lower fan. No longer confined by the coarse levees of the upper fan, it is 
common for the flow to laterally expand and slow to a stop through thinning and 
increased contact and drag across the fan surface (Blair and McPherson, 1998).  
Following a debris-flow event, it is possible to observe recessional-stage water 
winnowing. This involves a flush of excess water down the debris channel, out of the 
basin, which is manifested as an imbricated cap, lacking fine-grained material at the top 
of the debris-flow. Sediment washed away by winnowing can be remobilized to the base 
of the fan (Blair and McPherson, 1998). A debris flow that has lost matrix material due 
to winnowing could appear in places to be clast-supported or imbricated, which are 
features more indicative of tractive deposition. 
Debris-flow deposits have been characterized extensively on a local scale, however 
subtle variations in flow composition and mechanics lead to significant differences in 
deposition which prevent the adoption of a detailed, generalized classification scheme 
for debris-flow deposits in outcrop. Generally, debris-flow deposits may be identified on 
the basis of their poor sorting and lack of structure, although slight inverse grading may 
be present (Boggs, 2012). Pierson (2005) describe the bedding and texture styles of 
debris-flow deposits in a bit more detail:  
• sand and fine gravel grains are usually angular to subangular as they are 
commonly sourced from the surrounding hillslopes, 
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• non-stratified, extremely poorly sorted, 
• normal and/or inverse grading may be apparent in vertical sections, 
• matrix material fills all void space except in locations where it may have been 
washed out post-deposition, 
•  coherent and semi-indurated consistency, 
• multiple flows may be difficult to segregate stratigraphically due to the relative 
homogeneity of each deposit. 
Clasts may be intermediately oriented but are typically supported by a fine-grained, 
muddy matrix and clasts can range in size from coarse sand to large boulders and trees 
(Figure 2.1).  
 
Figure 2.1: Typical Matrix-Supported Debris-Flow Deposit (Pierson, 2005) 
Studies by Blair and McPherson (1998) and Shultz (1984) highlight various 
depositional facies that can be used to distinguish intermittent fluvial deposits from 
debris-flow deposits as well as the subfacies within each. Blair and McPherson (1998) 
detailed the sedimentology and stratigraphy that they observed in the Dolomite alluvial 
fan, California. They note two dominant facies groups: those of the proximal, levee-
dominated zone and those associated with lobe-dominated deposition. Proximal 
deposits are discontinuous mud, cobble, boulder and gravel pods associated with 
levees which are lenticular, clast-supported deposits. Elongate clasts located in the 
margins of the levees contain moderate imbrication, with their long axes oriented 
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parallel to the orientation of the slope. The second facies assemblage, represents the 
lobe-dominated deposition region, which contains an amalgamation of poorly-sorted, 
largely matrix-supported, mud, pebble, cobble and gravel beds. These beds were 
separated from one another by subtle changes in grain size and clast concentration as 
well as the inclusion of winnowed, clast-supported gravels that occurred in lenticular fills 
and lags (Blair and McPherson, 1998). The transition between the two facies occurred 
over a short distance and was characterized by a significant decrease in maximum clast 
size and overall thinning of the deposit due to flow expansion. 
A study undertaken by Shultz (1984) along the Cutler Formation of western 
Colorado divided the lithofacies of debris flow outcrops between those associated with 
debris flow deposits and those representing intermittent fluvial activity. Debris flow 
deposits, denoted as diamictites, were further subdivided into four subfacies groups on 
the basis of clast packing and grading visible in the outcrop (Figure 2.2).  
 
Figure 2.2: Relationships between diamictie subfacies. Cohesive-plastic (C), viscous 
fluid (V), and granular-collisional behavior (G) represent end-member flow regimes 
(Shultz, 1984). 
Each of these depositional styles was linked to a unique flow regime, which 
corresponds to a specific flow velocity or yield strength of the debris flow for a given 
range of clast sizes. Shultz (1984) noted the tendency of any single debris flow to 
transition between multiple depositional styles in a net down-slope fining of sediment. 
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2.2 Evolution of Sediment Transport Systems: The Compensation Index  
To understand the depositional architecture of a sediment transport system 
composed of many, discrete depositional units requires information regarding the 
degree to which the locations of previous deposits impacted the locations of recent or 
future deposits. Provided the locations of future units depend on the locations of 
previous units, one would expect future events to either gravitate towards (aggrade) or 
shy away from previous events (seek topographic lows). To assess this level of 
dependence within a sediment transport system, Straub et al. (2009) developed a 
quantitative means to assess compensation, or the tendency of sediment flow deposits 
to preferentially fill topographic lows within a basin. In the simplest sense, this amounted 
to the comparison of observed stacking patterns with those expected of a intermediate 
distribution. The investigation conducted by Straub et al. (2009) began with the 
establishment of the following expression to quantify the ratio of sedimentation to 
subsidence within a basin (Equation 2.1): 
Equation 2.1: Standard Deviation of Sedimentation/Subsidence:  




In this equation, σss represents the standard deviation of sedimentation versus 
subsidence, r is the local sedimentation rate as a function of time (T), the stratigraphic 
time difference (a normalized measure of unit thickness as a proxy for elapsed time) 
and horizontal position (x,y), A is the measured area as observed parallel to strata 
surfaces, and ȓ represents the long-term average sedimentation rate (Straub et al., 
2009). This function models the anticipated ratio of sediment accumulation to the 
production of accommodation space at various scales (A) and over various time periods 
(T). For short time periods and small areas, the ratio will be largely flow-controlled and 
highly dependent upon depositional activity within the location of interest. Conversely, 
considering a larger portion of the basin over longer periods of time, the subsidence and 
sedimentation rates will equilibrate as compensation promotes continuous migration of 
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the flow channel across the fan surface and complete filling of accommodation space as 
it becomes available (Figure 2.3; Straub et al., 2009).  
 
Figure 2.3: Diagram of Compensational Stacking of Lobe Elements in Terms of 
Subsidence/Sedimentation (A) and Deposit Thickness through Time (B). (Straub and 
Pyles, 2012) 
Between these two extremes lies the period during which the deposit geometry 
transitions from that dominated by individual events to that governed by regional 
subsidence. To build an estimate of depositional compensation through the same time 
interval, a common statistical theorem was applied to a hypothetical intermediately 
stacked deposit. Given a intermediate distribution of depositional events, the 
sedimentation rates observed over increasing time converges to the mean 
sedimentation rate with error decreasing proportional to the square root of the time 
increment (Equation 2.2): 
Equation 2.2: Error of Convergence between Observed and Mean Sedimentation Rate 
Error $ H& / 
In this equation, H refers to the observed interval thickness (proxy for elapsed 
time in the stratigraphic record) and the negative exponent results from the 
independence between events as would be expected in a zero-compensational system. 
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With this fundamental concept in mind, Straub et al. (2009) conducted a series of lab 
experiments to observe how σss varied with T, the result of which followed the power-
law trend outlined in Equation 2.2 above (Equation 2.3): 
Equation 2.3: The Compensation Index 
σ  aT&( 
In this equation, σss and T are variables pulled from Equation 2.1, a represents a 
coefficient of the power law and к represents the compensation index. Compensation 
implies a negative correlation with deposition thickness such that areas with thick 
sediment beds act as deterrents for future flows, whereas regions with thin deposits act 
as attractors due to their lower topography. Essentially the expression above details the 
decay of σss as a power-law function of compensation which varies depending on the 
basin and elapsed time (T) and ranges between 0.0 and 1.0 (Straub et al., 2009). A 
value of 0.0 reflects anti-compensation, 0.5 is indicative of completely intermediate 
stacking and 1.0 represents perfect compensation. Typical sedimentary basins exhibit 
depositional architecture somewhere between 0.5 and 1.0, though some systems such 
as abandoned river channels may exhibit anti-compensational habits (Straub et al., 
2009). The major simplifying assumption made in this model is that a steady, constant 
subsidence rate is the only external forcing mechanism. Internal controls that impact the 
values of к regardless of external forcing include the relative size of the depositional 
element compared to the basin (if more than half as large), the frequency of channel 
avulsions, and variability in sediment storage/release events within the basin (Straub et 
al., 2009).  
A revised version of the compensation index proposed by Straub et al., (2009) 
was developed by Straub and Pyles, (2012) who approached the issue of compensation 
from a slope-perpendicular outcrop of exposed strata. The revised function evaluates a 
coefficient of variation (CV) in place of σss as integrated across the length (L) of 
exposed outcrop, and considers local and mean sediment thicknesses, which are easier 




Equation 2.4: Coefficient of Variation 




Where Δ/	01,2 refers to the local sediment thickness between surfaces A and B 
and Δ/31,2 represents the mean deposit thickness between surfaces A and B measured 
over length L. This relationship led to the following reinterpretation of the compensation 
index (Equation 2.5) in terms of the decay of CV with increasing mean sediment 
thickness between bounding layers A and B (Straub and Pyles, 2012): 
Equation 2.5: Modified Compensation Index 
CV  aΔη,,+&(45 
This modified compensation index (кCV) spans values between 0.0 and 1.0 just 
as the original index proposed by Straub et al. (2009). Figure 2.3 illustrates visually the 
differences of the two approaches and their similar abilities to assess compensation. 
Some additional assumptions associated with the modified index include the need for 
uniform and constant subsidence rates such that the only factors shaping the geometry 
of the deposit are those associated with the morphodynamics of the sediment routing 
system (Straub and Pyles, 2012). We believe this assumption is justified for debris flow 
fans as there is no reason to believe that dramatic swings in local or regional 
subsidence had a significant impact on the deposition of fans in each study area. 
Straub et al. (2009) also noted the likelihood of fluctuations in к (and presumably 
кCV) due to differences in depositional environments between submarine, fluvial, and 
presumably debris flow. They found that terrestrial channel levees typically only 
aggrade up to 0.6 times the depth of the channel prior to avulsion which could lead to a 
decrease in к relative to submarine environments, where differences in sediment 
transport processes allow for much greater levee aggradation. With respect to channel 
erosion and the preferential recording of extreme events within the stratigraphic record, 
Straub et al. (2009) noted the tendency of depositional rates to be underestimated as 
increasingly larger time intervals are considered. Straub and Pyles (2012) further 
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commented on the tendency of lobes to exhibit more compensational behavior than 
channels within a basin due to the lack of levee confinement and increased mobility. 
This led to the conclusion that compensation may not only vary with scale and time 
within a hierarchical system but also spatially between levee and lobe-dominated 
regions (Straub and Pyles, 2012). 
2.3 Debris Flow Hazard Analysis and the Compensation Index 
Predictions of debris-flow recurrence, volume, runout, and velocity are only 
useful if the mitigation measures are constructed in the line of fire. The standard and 
modified compensation indices describe the relative portions of intermediate and 
compensational stacking patterns within a fan and have the potential to shed some light 
on this issue (Straub et al., 2009; Straub and Pyles, 2012). A highly compensational 
system migrates to the nearest topographic low following channel avulsion while a 
intermediate system would be expected to oscillate in an unpredictable fashion with 
each avulsion event. The results of this study have provided the first step toward 
developing a more thorough understanding of the evolution and compensational 
tendencies of debris fan systems based on relatively easily acquired data that could 
provide the foundation for more precise avulsion studies and the generation of more 










STUDY AREAS: GEOLOGIC SETTING
The following three sites have been chosen for this study on the
dominant depositional mechanism
fan as a whole, safety of surroundings, 
below in terms of their geologic setting, geographic location 
sites are associated with fans that are too small to be included on a typical 1:24,000 
scale geologic quadrangle (Woodland Park & Poncha Pass)
inferred based on the geology of the surrounding hillside
3.1 Woodland Park, Colorado
Two debris fan outcrops were observed in a roadcut
south of Woodland Park in Teller County, Colorado, from which one was chosen for 
analysis (Figure 3.1).  
Figure 3.1: Woodland Park Roadcut




 basis of their 
, quality of exposure, size of exposure 
and ease of access. The sites are discussed 
and size. While two
, their composition
s and contributing catchments. 
 
 along U.S. Route 24
, photo taken 7/25/2013. See Figure 1.1 for 
fan location relative to the state of Colorado.
relative to the 








The debris fan is positioned within a major exposure of the Fountain Formation, a 
Permian/Pennsylvanian aged arkosic sandstone with interbedded conglomerate and 
shale (Wobus and Scott, 1977). 
sedimentary strata are present in the form of the Manitou limestone and Sawatch 
sandstone as well as outcrops of the pink, coarse grained and highly erodible Pikes 
Peak granite (Wobus and Scott, 1977)
by the roadcut, finer composition than the other site candidates, and ease of access 
validated the use of this outcrop in this study.
3.2 Poncha Pass, Colorado 
The second fan is located
Pass in south-central Colorado (
Figure 3.2: Poncha Pass Roadcut
outcrop location relative to the fan and the 
The geologic setting of the Poncha
sedimentary Dry Union Formation
west and Precambrian felsic and hornblendic gneisses to the East (Tweeto 
The composition of debris flow material i
geology of the western side of t
fragments characteristic of the Dry Union Formation as well as andesites and breccias
(Tweeto et al., 1976). While it became clear that this fan had experienced significant 
15 
Farther up the mountainside, Ordovician and Cambrian 
. The near complete transect of stra
 
 along the western side of U.S. Route 285 over Poncha
Figure 3.2).  
, photo taken 10/14/2013. See Figure 1.1 for 
fan location relative to the state of Colorado.
 Pass/Bonanza region consists of the Miocene 
 with Oligocene andesite lavas and breccias to the 
s likely to reflect the surrounding surficial 






et al., 1976). 
 
 
erosion since its deposition, the clarity of strata, extent and size of the outcrop and ease 
of access validated its use in this study.
3.3 Grand Mesa, Colorado 
The Cedar Mesa site was
along the southern margin of Gran
Figure 3.3: Cedar Mesa Fan Exposure, photos taken 6/28/2013
outcrop location relative to the fan and the 
The geology of the Grand Mesa region of Colorado consists of thick, non
sedimentary deposits dipping slightly (2
flows with descending tiers of river gravels deposited by the North 
migrated South (Noe and Zawaski, 2013). Quaternary deposits have formed in 
conjunction with the southern migrat
and colluvial mass wasting processes
are believed to be the major contributors to the massive fan deposits that define the 
capping material of Cedar Mesa
Pleistocene in age, are composed of 
streams. Noe and Zawaski (2013) further hypothesized that massive slope failures 
gradient triggered the debris flow even
source for intermittent braided outwash. 
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 identified in association with massive alluvial deposits 
d Mesa in western Colorado (Figures 3.
. See Figure 1.1 for 
fan location relative to the state of Colorado.
-50) to the north capped by a series of basalt 
Fork River as it 
ion of the North Fork, resulting from glacial, alluvial 
 (Yeend, 1969). The glacial and alluvi
. These formations, estimated to be mid to late 
two main facies types: debris flows and b












Weathering of the underlying Mancos shale resulted in a series of landslides 
which disrupt the benched topography and reveal fresh exposures of these Quaternary 
flow deposits (Noe and Zawaski, 2013). Preliminary reconnaissance revealed upwards 
of 15 meters of vertical strata along the Cedar Mesa site (Figure 3.3). Despite the 
relatively small size of the outcrop with respect to the fan as a whole, we believe the 
wide horizontal and near complete vertical extent of the exposure provide an adequate 

























 A combination of fieldwork and lab work was required to complete this project. 
Fieldwork consisted of a series of site visits to document various aspects of each 
outcrop in person while lab work was required to calculate the modified compensation 
index and its correlation to other observed parameters. The specifics of each work 
phase are described below. 
4.1 Field Workflow 
The primary focus of data collection was the delineation of stratigraphic units 
within each outcrop. The geometric boundaries of each unit and their relative positions 
were processed to evaluate the coefficient of variation (CV) and in turn the modified 
compensation index (кCV) of the entire outcrop (Equations 2.4 and 2.5). In order to 
effectively assess these boundaries at each outcrop, the following workflow was 
constructed. In short, each site was surveyed to verify that it met the requirements set 
by the project goals, thoroughly photographed for reference and for the generation of a 
base map, subdivided into each discernable event and appropriate subfacies, and 
sampled methodically to identify trends in grain size and distribution throughout the 
exposure. 
4.1.1 Initial Investigation and Construction of Base Maps 
The first task after arriving on site was to confirm the extent of the exposure and 
its suitability for detailed compensation analysis. In order to be of use in this study, each 
outcrop had to exhibit clear stratigraphy of largely debris flow origin consisting of at least 
five overlapping, discrete debris flow events that could be traced across the exposure. 
Once the outcrop was deemed suitable for detailed analysis, it was photographed in 
detail and dimensioned for reference. The photographs were used to highlight zones of 
particular interest and to construct comprehensive panorama images for use as base 
maps for detailed mapping. 
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4.1.2 Detailed Mapping in Outcrop 
Detailed mapping of each outcrop was conducted from large to small scale, 
starting with the most apparent boundaries and features and working slowly to a more 
detailed level. Throughout the mapping process, the focus was kept on identifying the 
contacts between units, such that if restraints presented themselves that limited the 
amount of data that could be collected at a given site, priority was given to mapping the 
contacts.  
The segregation of debris-flow and intermittent units within the outcrop was 
completed based on bed boundaries manifested as contrasts in stratigraphy that 
correspond to different depositional facies. As discussed above, fluvial activity was 
distinguished from debris flow by the appearance of distinct, grain-supported structures 
within the deposit (including cross-bedding), as well as potential erosion into lower 
strata (Schultz, 1984). Debris-flow deposits themselves were identified on the basis of 
their lenticular cross sectional shape, poor sorting, matrix supported clasts, and largely 
structureless appearance (Boggs, 2012; Figure 2.1). With respect to deposit contacts, 
the convention of solid lines for certain boundaries and dashed lines for uncertain 
boundaries was exercised. In many cases, the continuum of structures between debris-
flow and stream-flow deposits was observed at which point the variability in structure, 
support and composition was noted and subfacies were established. The handling of 
such events in the data interpretation phase will be discussed in the results section. 
A field sheet was developed to be filled out for each mapped unit (Figure A-3, 
Appendix A) to ensure that similar information was recorded for all units across all 
outcrops. Information collected at each unit included:  
1. whether the unit was observed in person or via binoculars from the ground, 
2. the unit dimensions (observable width and maximum observable height),  
3. packing (clast supported or matrix supported), 
4. the relative percent by volume of clasts and matrix, with respect to the whole, 
5. physical sedimentary structures (e.g.: grading, cross-bedding, imbrication), 
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6. the relative abundance of clasts of various size (small pebble, large pebble, cobble, 
small boulder, large boulder) and lithology,  
7. the nature of unit contacts (sharp vs. gradational), 
8. the locations of samples, if applicable.  
This common workflow was applied to every unit at each outcrop and provides an 
objective means for comparison. 
Material sampling was conducted regularly in concert with material descriptions 
in uniform one liter volumes containing representative samples of matrix with occasional 
smaller clasts. Each sample bag was labeled with the site name, date, location as 
interpreted from the base map, and sample number. Photographs were taken alongside 
each sample where it was collected from the outcrop for future reference. In addition, 
dots were placed on the base maps to indicate all sampling locations. The extent to 
which each outcrop could be sampled was limited by the size of the outcrop and our 
ability to reach each unit. As such, great care was taken to acquire samples that 
adequately represented the range of units observed across the entire outcrop. The 
purpose of sampling was to identify grain-size and sorting trends between units of 
different interpreted depositional mechanisms within each fan and between outcrops. 
The location of sampling within each unit varied from unit to unit, and depended on the 
desired information, such as the composition of the matrix and/or the detection of a 
subtle unit boundary. Samples targeting the grain size of the matrix material required 
the removal of loose sediment from the outcrop surface to reduce the likelihood of 
capturing material washing down the face from higher units. Samples taken in an 
attempt to locate subtle unit boundaries were collected in a similar fashion to those 
targeting matrix composition except they were sampled linearly across what was 
interpreted to be the unit boundary. 
4.1.3 Grain-Size Analysis 
Grain-size analysis was carried out in two parts due to the wide variety of particle 
sizes encountered in the various flow deposits. The coarsest particles were removed 
from each sample by sieving through a 1.05-inch opening sieve. In doing so, the 
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assumption was made that the matrix of each deposit was any material finer than 1.05 
inches. Separation of the larger matrix material (anything coarser than No. 10 sieve) 
was accomplished through traditional sieve methods in accordance with ASTM standard 
D421-85, while the relative portion of silt and clay grains was assessed through 
hydrometer analysis in accordance with ASTM standard D422-63. A modified version of 
the traditional hydrometer analysis was used, the Bouyoucos method, which utilizes a 
conventional hydrometer with a modified scale to assess the percent by mass of silt and 
clay following forty seconds of fluid suspension and the percent by mass of clay after 
two hours. 
4.2 Data Processing and Development of the Compensation Index  
Transforming the raw data collected in the field to a quantitative measure of 
compensation within the outcrop required several levels of data processing. The 
geometric extents of each unit contact had to be digitized before the compensational 
methods shown in Equations 2.4 and 2.5 may be applied. These unit contacts were 
digitized using a technical illustration software and saved as a series of digital line 
segments. Once each trace was digitized, the profiles were normalized in the horizontal 
dimension so that elevations of points along different polylines could be compared with 
respect to a common horizontal location, along a uniform interval.  
Once the bounding surfaces were digitized and normalized, they were processed 
with MATLAB script containing computations summarized in Equations 2.4 and 2.5 to 
derive the modified compensation index for each outcrop (кCV). The program assesses 
the coefficient of variation (CV), a value akin to the standard deviation of the local 
vertical separation, (Δ/	01,2) compared to the average vertical separation, (Δ/31,2) 
between every possible pairwise combination of traces along the width of the outcrop 
(Equation 2.4). The coefficient of variation, (CV) was then plotted against the average 
spacing for each pair of profiles, (Δ/31,2) and a power law trend was fitted to the 
scattered data (Equation 2.5). The exponent of this power law represented the modified 
compensation index, (кCV) as defined by Straub and Pyles (2012) following 
modifications made to initial work of Straub et al., (2009).  
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A correlation matrix was then compiled to assess the strength of correlation 
between the level of compensation at each outcrop and a series of other measurements 
taken from debris flows in the field and averaged for each fan, such as: the average 
percent by mass of clay in the matrix, the average length to width ratio, the distance of 
each outcrop from the fan apex, the relative percent by area of stream flow material in 
each outcrop, etc. The purpose of this exercise was to identify parameters that could be 























The results of this study are presented in two parts: the data collected in the field 
and the data produced later from laboratory procedures. 
5.1 Field Work 
Data collected in the field consisted of delineations of all discrete flow units within 
each outcrop, filling out a corresponding field sheet for each, and sample collecting. The 
data for each field site are summarized below. 
5.1.1 Woodland Park Field Data 
Twenty-four units were mapped in total at the Woodland Park site, consisting of 
thirteen debris flows, three debris flow/stream flow hybrids and eight stream flow 
deposits (Figure 5.1, Table B-1, Appendix B). A larger version of Figure 5.1 is included 
in Appendix C with the addition of sampling locations and unit numbers (Figure C-1). 
 
Figure 5.1: Woodland Park Fan Unit Traces. Blue, Pink, Black and Orange lines 
delineate interpreted unit contacts. See Figure 1.1 for the outcrop location relative to the 
fan and the fan location relative to the state of Colorado.  
 A significant portion of the upper fan stratigraphy had been obscured by eroded 
material washing down the face. The inclusion of facies categories beyond stream flow 
and debris flow may have been partially a result of this uncertainty. Four facies groups 
in total were identified, which were later consolidated into those of debris flows, stream 
flows and intermediate flows: 
1. Stream Flow: Sandy, Cross-bedded, clast-supported, highly imbricated 
 
2. Intermediate Flow A: Clast
graded) 
3. Intermediate Flow B: Tightly interbedded
debris lobes in relatively thick, conformable sequences (located high, out of direct 
reach on outcrop) 
4. Debris Flow: Matrix-supported, 
graded 
In addition, 41 samples were take
reach from the ground. A complete log of the data acquired from the field is contained in 
Tables B-1 and B-2, Appendix B
5.1.2 Poncha Pass Field Data
A total of 28 units were mapped at the P
flows and 9 stream flows (Figure 5.2
5.2 is included in Appendix C 
(Figure C-2). 
Figure 5.2: Poncha Pass Unit 
unit contacts. See Figure 1.1 for 
location relative to the state of Colorado
This fan did not contain
site, possibly due to the fact that a majority of the units in the outcrop were too high to 
be observed directly. The stratigraphy was much clearer in comparison to the Woodland 
Park site, which may have aided in the clear
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-supported, mildly imbricated, coarsening upward (reverse 
 stream flows with gravel lenses and small 
intermediate to slight imbrication, slightly reversely 
n across 11 of the lower units that were 
.  
 
oncha Pass site, including 
, Table B-2, Appendix B). A larger version of Figure 
with the addition of sampling locations and unit numbers 
Traces. Blue, Pink, and Black lines delineate interpreted 
the outcrop location relative to the fan and the 
.  
 the range in deposit types present at the Woodland Park 






stream flow as well. Fifteen samples were taken from the outcrop mostly on the 
northern (right hand) side where the exposure quality was higher and more units could 
be reached. Samples of stream flow material were n
flow units were located in the upper portion of the outcrop, beyond reach. 
of loose colluvium obstructed the lower half of the outcrop from observation
sampling. A collection of all raw data collected in th
and B-4, Appendix B.  
5.1.3 Cedar Mesa Field Data
In total, 25 units were mapped across the Cedar Mesa site
flow units and 3 stream flow deposits
version of Figure 5.3 is included in Appendix C
and unit numbers (Figure C-3
Figure 5.3: Cedar Mesa Unit Traces
unit contacts. See Figure 1.1 fo
location relative to the state of Colorado.
The large size of this outcrop in comparison
the construction of the base map to reduce distortion and preserve 
across the outcrop. To accomplish this, 
parallel and equal-distant to the outcrop taking pictures at a regul
ropes taped at specified intervals 
outcrop at strategic locations which allowed a relative scale to be established at regular 
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ot collected because the stream 
e field may be found in 
 
, including 22 debris 
 (Figure 5.3, Table B-3, Appendix B)
 with the addition of sampling loca
). 
. Blue, Pink, and Black lines delineate interpreted 
r the outcrop location relative to the fan and the 
 
 to the others required special care in 
a consistent
a manual panorama was taken by walking 
ar interval. A series of 
along their length were draped across the 
A steep apron 
 and 
Tables B-3 





face of the 
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points. Changes in relative scale across the outcrop could be assessed by observing 
the spacing of tape markers on the ropes in the photographs so photos could be resized 
to a uniform scale prior to construction of the base map. Unique to this outcrop was the 
presence of Mancos shale bedrock which allowed for the absolute confinement of the 
base of the fan at a few locations along the northern (left hand) margin. 25 samples 
were gathered including material from both stream flow and debris flow deposits across 
16 accessible units. A collection of the raw field data may be found in Tables B-5 and B-
6, Appendix B. 
5.2 Lab Work 
Data processing in the lab was divided between the calculation of compensation 
indices for each outcrop and the grain size analysis of matrix material through 
hydrometer tests. Following these calculations, data were averaged for each fan and 
combined into a correlation matrix to assess which parameters provided the most 
insight to the compensational behavior of a debris fan. 
5.2.1 Calculation of the Modified Compensation Index 
Calculation of the modified compensation index for each outcrop required an 
understanding of the relic shape of the fan as it was initially deposited. The raw 
mathematical computation of the compensation index involved the stacking of traces 
and their relative separation, however, the traces that represent the bounding conditions 
of the fan were found to have a significant impact on the resulting index. This is inferred 
because specifying a degree of positive relief to the upper surface of a fan implies a 
level of aggradation of the stacking of units within that fan, which corresponds to a lower 
level of compensation. If unit traces terminate abruptly along the fan margin, i.e. erosion 
had reshaped the fan since its initial deposition, the shape of the fan surface is no 
longer indicative of its compensational tendencies. For instance, the Woodland Park fan 
was interpreted as being largely unaffected by erosion, so the shape observed and 
mapped remains an accurate representation of the fan as it was initially deposited. The 
Cedar Mesa fan falls in a similar category: while landslide activity has acted along the 
distal margins to reveal the fan strata, the overall shape of the feature has been largely 
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preserved since the conclusion of its formation. The Poncha Pass fan, however, 
showed signs of significant post-depositional erosion including the abrupt termination of 
unit contacts along the sloped margins of the fan where drainages have developed and 
incised over time. Several methods were attempted to account for this alteration in 
structure from which a range of compensation values have been proposed, with the true 
value likely somewhere in the middle. The following series of figures reflect the modified 
compensation indices of each fan including the range of possibilities for the Poncha 
Pass site (Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 & 5.7). 
 




Figure 5.5: Poncha Pass Modified Compensation Index, Lower Bound (67 = 0.80)  
 
Figure 5.6: Poncha Pass Modified Compensation Index, Upper Bound (67 = 1.01) 
 
Figure 5.7: Cedar Mesa Modified 
Two unit trace configurations were used to generate the range of expected 
modified compensation indices for the Poncha Pass fan. 
conditions, save a limited amoun
produced the exceptionally high value 
modified compensation index of 0.80
of a bedrock outcrop across th
alternating units to the south (Figure
Figure 5.8: Poncha Pass Interpreted Unit Traces
To utilize the bedrock boundary condition to the north (right) of the outcrop, 
boundaries that terminated along the
and on-lapped onto the bedrock.
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Compensation Index (  = 1.03) 
The absence of boundary 
t of on-lapping on the southern edge of the outcrop
of compensation 1.01, Figure 5.6. The reduced
 (Figure 5.5), was produced through the utilization 
e drainage to the north of the fan and the pinching of 
 5.8).  
.  
 northern fan margin were projected horizontally








across the drainage to the bedrock outcrop in a conservative fashion with minimal 
subjective interpretation. On the southern margin, contacts were projected and pinched 
out in an alternating fashion to suggest that some units likely pinched out relatively near 
the margin while others continued across the drainage to the south. The true 
compensation value for this fan is likely between 0.80 and 1.01, but unless the relic 
shape of the fan and the extent of each unit can be known there is no way to know the 
value with total certainty. 
Table 5.1 below summarizes the calculated modified compensation indices for 
each outcrop. The Woodland Park outcrop exhibited the lowest level of compensation, 
while the Cedar Mesa outcrop exhibited the highest. The Poncha Pass outcrop likely 
falls in between 0.80 and 1.01, depending on the shape of the relict fan. For the 
purpose of correlation analysis 0.91, the arithmetic mean of the two end-members was 
used for the Poncha Pass fan. 
Table 5.1: Summary of Modified Compensation Indices (67). 0.91 represents the 
arithmetic mean of 0.80 and 1.01 end-members for the Poncha Pass fan used for 
correlation analysis. 
Outcrop Modified Compensation Index (67) 
Woodland Park 0.63 
Poncha Pass 0.80 – 1.01 (0.91) 
Cedar Mesa 1.03 
 
5.2.2 Hydrometer Test Results 
Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 include the results of Bouyoucos hydrometer tests 
for each site. Five debris flow samples were tested from each fan, each from a different 
debris flow unit. Similarly, 5 and 6 stream flow samples were tested, from the Cedar 
Mesa and Woodland Park fans respectively, to assess the uniqueness of stream flow 
silt and clay contents opposed to those of debris flows as well as to confirm differences 
between units mapped as debris flows and those interpreted to be stream flows. Values 





Table 5.2: Cedar Mesa Debris Flow Hydrometer Results 
Sample 40 Sec 40 Sec (2) 2 hr % Clay % Silt % Fines 
S2 58 57 25 17.17 21.98 39.15 
S9 53 51 25 13.13 13.65 26.78 
S14 31 28 13 7.49 8.64 16.14 
S23 35.5 47 21 15.56 19.26 34.82 
S24 48 45 20 10.35 12.93 23.28 
Average: 12.74 15.29 28.03 
 
Table 5.3: Poncha Pass Debris Flow Hydrometer Results 
Sample 40 Sec 40 Sec (2) 2 hr % Clay % Silt % Fines 
S1 23 23 15 5.97 3.19 9.16 
S3 25 25 16 4.18 2.35 6.52 
S5 27 27 18 10.51 5.26 15.77 
S9 34 34 22 9.35 5.10 14.44 
S14 35 35 21 9.46 6.31 15.77 
Average: 7.89 4.44 12.33 
 
Table 5.4: Woodland Park Debris Flow Hydrometer Results 
Sample 40 Sec 40 Sec (2) 2 hr % Clay % Silt % Fines 
S7 20 20 13 4.69 2.52 7.21 
S9 23 23 15 6.64 3.54 10.18 
S4 41 41 23 12.26 9.60 21.86 
S15 22 22 13.5 6.49 4.09 10.58 
S16 21 22 15 7.64 3.57 11.21 












Table 5.5: Stream Flow Hydrometer Results 
Fan Sample 40 Sec 40 Sec (2) 2 hr % Clay % Silt % Fines 
Woodland 
Park 
S5 25 25 15 4.72 3.14 7.86 
S12 21 20 12 4.02 2.68 6.69 
S13 29 27 16 2.77 1.90 4.68 
S14 32 30 14 8.34 9.53 17.87 
S18 17 16 12 6.14 2.05 8.19 
S33 20 20 13 4.91 2.64 7.55 
Average: 5.15 3.66 8.81 
Cedar 
Mesa 
S11 24 24 10 1.67 2.33 4.00 
S26 27 25 14 13.56 10.65 24.21 
S27A 22 22 11 3.93 3.93 7.86 
S30 34 33 15 6.70 8.04 14.74 
S31 27 26 12 6.25 7.29 13.54 
Average: 6.42 6.45 12.87 
Average (Woodland Park and Cedar Mesa): 5.73 4.93 10.65 
 
Table 5.6 below summarizes the results of the hydrometers analyses. The 
Woodland Park and Poncha Pass fans contained similar silt and clay contents, while the 
Cedar Mesa fan contained the most. Stream flow samples contained fewer fines than 
debris flow samples taken from their respective fans and debris flows sampled across 
the board. 
Table 5.6: Summary of Bouyoucos Hydrometer Results 
Fan % Clay % Silt % Fines 
Debris-flows 
Woodland Park 7.54 4.66 12.21 
Poncha Pass 7.89 4.44 12.33 
Cedar Mesa 12.74 15.29 28.03 
Stream-flows 
Woodland Park 5.15 3.66 8.81 




5.3 Compensation Correlation 
To assess the relative correlation between various parameters observed in the 
field and evaluated in the lab, a correlation matrix was constructed (Table B-4, Appendix 
B). The following parameters were cross correlated in Table B-4, Appendix B: modified 
compensation index, percent stream flow material by area, percent clay by mass in the 
matrix, percent by volume of pebble-sized clasts, percent by volume of cobble-sized 
and greater clasts, maximum observed unit thickness, observed unit width, unit width to 
thickness ratio, fractional outcrop distance from the fan apex, and absolute distance of 
outcrop from the fan apex. Table B-5, Appendix B contains the numerical inputs used to 
generate the correlation matrix as well as the units and samples that provided the basis 
for each input. Modified compensation indices were transplanted directly from the 
numerical analysis performed prior with the exception of the Poncha Pass index which 
represents a numerical average of the two values that represent the possible end-
members of its compensation (Table B-5, Appendix B). Numerical values for each 
parameter in Table 5, Appendix B, represent averages taken from units that appeared 
to be largely contained in the outcrop and had not experienced significant erosion. This 
was done to ensure the calculated averages were not being artificially lowered by partial 
exposures of potentially large units. As a general rule of thumb, units were excluded if 
their contacts appeared to abruptly terminate along the fan margin in a divergent 
fashion, if no local maximum thickness could be observed, or if either lower or upper 
contacts were obscured by slope wash/colluvium. Stream-flow-dominated events were 
removed from the averages pertaining to debris-flow characteristics including max 
thickness, width, width to thickness ratio, clast sizes and abundance, and clay content in 
the matrix to ensure that data correlated to compensation was representative of one 
specific depositional mode, in this case debris-flow.  
Table 5.7 is a summary table which contains the correlation of each of the above 
criteria specifically with the compensation index. Correlation values are presented in 
terms of the coefficient of determination, r2. Due to the small population sizes being 
correlated (three data points against three data points), it was necessary to conduct 
significance tests against coefficients to avoid adopting misleading relationships. The 
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significance of each correlation analysis was tested by observing the p-value associated 
with each correlation analysis. Each p-value represents the probability that the same 
level of correlation could be observed by randomly selecting values from each 
population assuming the populations were uncorrelated.  
Table 5.7: Correlation to the Modified Compensation Index. Correlation presented in 
terms of the coefficient of determination (r2). The associated p-values of each Pearson 
correlation analysis are included to assess the significance of correlation analysis. Light 
grey cells represent statistically significant parameters based on p-value analysis. 




% Cobble-Sized Clasts and Greater 
by Vol. 
1.00 0.003 
Max Unit Thickness (m) 0.96 0.166 
Unit Width (m) 0.96 0.163 
Unit Width to Thickness Ratio 0.94 0.220 
% Clasts by Vol. 0.87 0.339 
% Clay in Matrix by Mass 0.77 0.431 
Absolute Distance from Fan Apex (m) 0.73 0.470 
Fractional Length from Fan Apex 0.42 0.716 
% Stream Flow Material by Area -0.99 0.098 
% Pebble-Sized Clasts by Vol. -1.00 0.032 
 
High positive correlation (r2 ≈1.0) implies that an increase in one parameter is 
typically associated with an increase in the other and vies versa. High negative 
correlation (r2 ≈ -1.0) suggests that an increase in one parameter is typically 
accompanied by a decrease in the other. Parameters with a correlation p-value smaller 
than 0.05 are considered statistically significant in terms of their correlation to 
compensation (i.e. the null hypothesis, that there is zero correlation between the given 
parameter and compensation, is rejected). 
The parameters that shared the strongest correlation with the modified 
compensation index include the percent cobble-sized clasts and greater by volume, the 
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maximum observed unit thickness and width, the unit width to thickness ratio, the 
percent stream-flow material by area and the percent pebble-sized clasts by volume 
(Table 5.7). However, considering those parameters deemed statistically significant by 
p-value analysis, only the percent cobble-sized clasts and greater by volume and 
percent pebble-sized clasts by volume represent suitable correlations with the modified 























 Data was collected and tests were conducted for the purpose of correlating 
parameters that may be readily observed in the field or through simple laboratory 
analyses with the compensational architecture of a fan system. The overarching goal of 
this research is to provide engineers and developers with a simplified way to assess 
compensation, and therefore the avulsion tendencies of a debris flow-dominated fan, to 
guide and optimize the design of mitigation measures. Table 6.1 below represents the 
first steps in realizing this goal. It groups the parameters described above in Table 5.7 
into one of four categories including: debris-flow size, stream activity, debris-flow 
composition, and relative location in terms of their correlative strength to the modified 
compensation index. An additional column is included to indicate how each parameter 
could be assessed in the field whether from outcrop or a trench, the fan surface, and/or 
from a boring. Green fields represent those with the strongest correlation to 
compensation, and bold parameters represent those deemed statistically significant by 
p-value analysis. Yellow and red fields represent parameter groups with descending 
correlation strength. 
6.1 Compensation Results 
The calculated values of compensation ranged from 0.63 for the Woodland Park 
fan to 1.03 at the Cedar Mesa site (Table 5.1). This range of values appears reasonable 
for natural, gravity driven processes such as debris flows in which purely aggradational 
formations are exceedingly unlikely, but completely compensational systems cannot be 
expected in all cases. In order to generate positive topography, some degree of 
intermediate structure must be present within a debris fan system to allow some units to 
aggrade prior to filling out the remaining accommodation. This is why the pyramidal 
structure of the Woodland Park fan resulted in the lowest modified index, 0.63 (Figures 
5.1 and 5.4). Conversely, the wide, continuous units of the Cedar Mesa fan appeared to 
fill accommodation space completely and sequentially, in which a seemingly  
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Table 6.1: Summary of Prioritized Parameters and their Correlation to Compensation. 
Green fields represent parameters with the highest correlation values to compensation 
while yellow and orange fields contain parameters with decreasing correlation 
strength.Correlation presented in terms of the coefficient of determination (r2). Bold text 








Max Unit Thickness Outcrop 0.96 
Unit Width Outcrop / Surface 0.96 
Unit Length to Width 
Ratio 
Outcrop 0.94 
% Cobble-Sized Clasts 
and Greater by Vol. 
Outcrop / Surface 1.00 
Stream Activity 





% Cobble-Sized Clasts 
and Greater by Vol. 
Outcrop / Surface 1.00 
% Clasts by Vol. Outcrop / Surface 0.87 
% Clay in Matrix by Mass 





Absolute Distance from 
Fan Apex 
Surface 0.73 
Fractional Length from 
Fan Apex 
Surface 0.42 
% Clay in Matrix by Mass 




progradational pattern resulted in the highest level of compensation, 1.03 (Figures 5.3 
and 5.7). The Poncha Pass site exhibited the greatest level of uncertainty due to the 
apparently eroded fan margins that concealed the true, relic shape of the fan. For this 
reason, several trace configurations were applied to gage the probable range of 
compensation values the fan could occupy (Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.8). The results of 
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these trials revealed a range of compensation tendencies from partially intermediate 
and aggradational (0.80) to highly compensational (1.01), both of which fit within the 
conceptual framework of what one could expect to see in nature. 
6.2 Correlation Results and Possible Implications 
The coefficients of determination (r2), and their associated significance, between 
the modified compensation indices and all parameters measured in this study are 
summarized in Table 5.7. Most parameters appeared highly correlated with the modified 
compensation index either positively or negatively (|r2| > 0.7). Only ‘Fractional Length 
from Fan Apex’ appeared to have a correlation magnitude of less than 0.5. The reason 
for such strong correlations is likely partially tied to the small sizes of the populations 
under analysis. Parameters represent numerical averages for each outcrop whereby 
there are only three data points, one representative of each fan, to correlate with for 
each analysis. To test the significance of these relationships, the p-values associated 
with each correlation analysis were observed with respect to a null hypothesis which 
predicted zero correlation.  Most relationships associated with high levels of correlation 
were deemed statistically insignificant (Table 5.7), which emphasizes the delicacy of 
these proposed associations. The analysis of additional fans would contribute to the 
data pool and potentially increase the robustness of these conclusions, regardless, 
possible rationality for and/or against these statistical relationships is discussed below.   
6.2.1 Debris Flow Size and Compensation 
It appears in general that fans composed of large debris flows tend to exhibit 
more compensational behavior (Tables 5.7 and B-5, Appendix B). ‘Large’ refers to the 
dimensional parameters ‘maximum unit thickness’ and ‘unit width’, the ‘percent cobble 
sized clasts and greater by volume’ and to a degree the ‘unit width to thickness ratio’. 
Variable deposit sizes could be observed between fans with different mean debris flow 
volumes, or within a single fan as deposits expand from the narrow confines of the 
levee-dominated fan apex to the open, lobe-dominated surface of the lower fan. In 
either case, larger flows stack in a compensational way due to the sheer volume of 
material involved. Debris flows with more material are more likely to reach and fill 
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topographic lows whereas a flow with a lesser volume of material may freeze before it 
has a chance to reach a location of lower topography and lower potential energy. In 
addition, larger debris flows are likely to build larger topographic features through 
deposition, which will have a greater chance of deflecting subsequent flows, further 
increasing compensation.  
In a broader sense, it is easier for large debris flows to fill accommodation space 
within a basin, provided the material is spread out with a high width to thickness ratio 
(Cedar Mesa fan, Table B-5, Appendix B). In the extreme case, one can consider a 
relatively confined zone of accommodation, such as that surrounding the Poncha Pass 
fan, in a narrow canyon where space is maintained by the erosion of sediment from the 
toe of the fan by a river (Figure 1.1). It could be possible for each individual flow to fill a 
near continuous layer across the fan, exhibiting a vertical or anti-compensational 
stacking pattern simply due to the narrow confines of the canyon system. Few debris 
flows completely represented in this study were found with a width to thickness ratio 
less than about 6, which implies that most debris flows observed in outcrop were at 
least 6 times wider than they were thick (Tables B-1, B-2 and B-3, Appendix B). It 
follows then, that debris flow thickness is strongly correlated to width (r2 = 0.996, Table 
A-4, Appendix A), which in turn suggests a potential level of compensation. Strong 
correlations were found between the ‘Percent Cobble-Sized Clasts and Greater by 
Volume’ and compensation (r2 = 1.00, Table 5.7) as well as the other proxies for debris 
flow size mentioned prior including ‘Max Unit Thickness’ and ‘Unit Width’ (r2 = 0.96, 0.96 
respectively, Table 5.7). In general, these relationships are interpreted to reflect that 
larger debris flows will likely have the capacity to support and entrain larger clasts and 
stack more compensationally (Table B-5, Appendix B). While the ‘Percent Cobble-Sized 
Clasts and Greater by Volume’ parameter was the only size-related parameter deemed 
statistically significant in terms of its correlation with the modified compensation index at 
an alpha of 0.10 (Table 5.7). The correlation strength of the other aforementioned size 
parameters (max unit thickness and unit width) could be validated provided additional 
data (Table 5.7). 
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6.2.2 Matrix Clay Content, Distance from Fan Apex, and Compensation 
Despite unfavorable statistical significance (p-value = 0.431), the percent of clay 
by mass in the debris flow matrix appeared to correlate relatively strongly with 
compensation (r2 = 0.77) such that more viscous flows exhibit more compensational 
behavior (Table 5.7). The quantity of clay within the matrix of debris flows is key to 
maintaining flow cohesion and forward momentum, which increases the run-out length 
of an event (Iverson, 2014). The development and persistence of pore pressures within 
the debris flow due to the presence of muddy matrix material increases the effective 
viscosity of the fluid portion of the debris flow (Iverson, 2014). This elevated pressure 
maintains forward motion of the debris flow by reducing the internal energy loss when 
larger clasts impact each other (Iverson, 2014). It is hypothesized that maintaining 
forward momentum and movement for as long as possible could result in the most 
compensational behavior, as it may take time for a flow to fall in line with the path of 
greatest compensation.  
An alternative explanation of this correlation may not be the amount of clay 
inherent to the local geology and makeup of the debris flows, but a reflection of where 
each outcrop lies within the fan as a whole. It is well documented that clay contents 
within debris flow deposits increase as one moves from the levee-dominated fan apex 
to the fan margins (Blair and McPherson, 1998), which is a phenomena addressed by 
the ‘Fractional Length from Fan Apex’ and ‘Absolute Distance from Fan Apex’ relative 
location parameters. The clay content by mass within the matrix exhibited a stronger 
correlation with each location parameter than with compensation (r2 = 0.901 and 0.998 
versus 0.431 and 0.740 for ‘Fractional Length from Fan Apex’ and ‘Absolute Distance 
from Fan Apex’ respectively, Table B-4, Appendix B). This may not support the 
comparison of clay-influenced compensational tendencies between fans considering 
that each exposure is located at a different distance from their respective fan apex 
(Table B-5, Appendix B). The Poncha Pass and Woodland Park fans contained similar 
average clay concentrations in their respective debris flows (Tables 5.3 and 5.4). This 
could be due to similarities in their bedrock geology, both of which contained substantial 
igneous material and sandstones. The Cedar Mesa site, which displayed the greatest 
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level of compensation, contained the largest amount of clay given its location upon the 
Mancos shale, but was also the farthest outcrop from its apex (Tables 5.2, and B-5, 
Appendix B). Both aspects likely contributed to the calculated modified compensation 
index, however, the relative impact of each is uncertain.  
6.2.3 Pebble-Sized Clasts, Fluvial Activity, and Compensation 
Compared to clay content and debris-flow size, the presence of finer-grained 
clasts (Percent Pebble-Sized Clasts by Volume) and stream-flow material within a fan 
appears to have the opposite impact on compensation (r2 = -1.00, -0.99 respectively, 
Table 5.7). This seems counterintuitive, that fans composed of finer debris-flows, with 
less clay in their matrix, and/or intermittent stream-flow material exhibit more 
compensational behavior because water and less viscous flows have less resistance to 
seeking the nearest topographic low. This study has revealed the opposite tendency. It 
could be that reworking of a fan by intermittent stream-flow reshapes the existing 
topography to promote the formation of features that appear less compensational than 
they otherwise were. This reworking could include infilling of topographic lows by 
stream-flow deposition or incision of a fan that may truncate older deposits such that 
they appear less compensationally stacked when viewed in outcrop.  
Fans containing debris-flows with finer clasts (pebble size) are less 
compensational in the opposite way that flows with large clasts (cobble sized and 
greater) tend to be highly compensational. Debris-flows with finer clasts are smaller or 
travel with less energy and as such have less material to spread around and less time 
to do it before the flow runs out of energy and frictionally freezes. This location could be 
a topographic low or on top of the previous deposit, and so the chances of reliably filling 
accommodation space in a compensational fashion decreases. These ‘less 
compensational’ structures were apparent in the Woodland Park fan, which contained 
the largest fraction of stream-flow material by area and subsequently exhibited the 
lowest level of compensation (Table B-5, Appendix B).  
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6.3 Implications for Improved Hazard Mitigation 
 An understanding of the compensational tendencies of debris-flow-dominated 
alluvial fans could shed light on the possible avulsion paths of a future debris-flow. This 
knowledge, teamed with information pertaining to expected debris-flow volumes, 
recurrence intervals, and run out distances could greatly help developers and engineers 
effectively tailor mitigation measures. Table 6.1 provides the first look into how various 
readily measured parameters in the field could be used to assess a debris fan’s 
avulsion tendencies.  
To understand the impact a certain modified compensation index may have on 
the ability to predict the future behavior of a fan, it is important to grasp the range of 
activity that could be interpreted as compensational, intermediate, or anti-
compensational. Given what has been observed in this study and others (Straub et al., 
2009) it is unlikely that a fan will ever display anti-compensational tendencies (кCV = 0.0) 
or anything much lower than pure intermediate (кCV = 0.5). While the knowledge that a 
fan may exhibit intermediate activity is useful, it does not allow a developer or engineer 
to fine tune a mitigation strategy. It suggests the designer should be prepared for a 
range of behavior, which would likely require the most robust, and potentially expensive 
system. A strongly compensational fan would allow for fine-tuning and focusing of 
mitigation measures, however depending on the estimated volume of material, a 
compensational system could still inundate a significant portion of the fan surface with 
each flow. Simply knowing where the next debris flow may avulse too does not 
represent an adequate foundation for an effective mitigation strategy. One must also 
have an idea as to the expected volume, recurrence frequency and run out distance to 











The overarching goal of this investigation was to shed some light on the 
evolutionary tendencies of debris fans using a compensational analysis applied to three 
outcrops in southern Colorado (Figure 1.1). This study provides the first links between 
readily measurable characteristics of a debris-flow-dominated alluvial fan and its 
compensational behavior allowing one to relate possible geological hazards to fan 
evolution. It should be emphasized that due to the small size of the dataset (three fans 
corresponding to three data points per parameter), these relationships to compensation 
are fragile and may take on a different shape or be rejected altogether as more fans are 
interpreted. Figure 7.1 below summarizes the strongly correlated relationships (r2 >0.7) 
discovered between compensation habits and various parameters measured in the field 
and lab. Despite these strong correlations, only the ‘percent cobble-sized clasts and 
greater by volume’ and ‘percent pebbles-sized clasts by volume’ parameters were 
deemed statistically significant (p-value < 0.05), given correlation p-values of 0.003 and 
0.032 respectively (Table 5.7), which emphasizes the uncertainty associated with these 
conclusions. Only the ‘percent cobble-sized clasts and greater by volume’ parameter is 
represented in Figure 7.1 as the ‘Abundance of Coarse Clasts’ category. 
 Provided an understanding of a fan’s evolutionary tendencies, one could expect 
an avulsion in a highly compensational fan to gravitate to the nearest topographic low, 
whereas a less compensational fan will aggrade and repeatedly inundate the same 
region. The most dangerous fans are those with intermediate tendencies (67~0.5 in 
which future predictions of avulsion cannot be made with certainty. To engineer the 
most robust mitigation system, it is important to consider more than just the avulsion 
tendencies of a fan, such as the projected volume of debris flow material, recurrence 
interval, and likely run out distance, and to understand the possible behavior that could 
be associated with a given level of compensation. A highly compensational fan is still 
capable of inundating a significant portion of its surface given a debris flow with a high 
volume and a degree of aggradational behavior.  
 
Figure 7.1: Visual summary of compensation with various fan parameters. Attributes on 
the left were observed in fans with low modified compensation indices while attributes 
on the right were observed in highly compensational deposits.
Future contributions to this work could focus on 
alluvial fans, to test and potentially enhance the validity of these associations. Fans 
located in different regions could shed lig
on compensation. Fans of different sizes could fill the gap between the Poncha Pass 
and Cedar Mesa fans to confirm whether or not trends remain consistent with respect to 
large changes in scale. The observati
could highlight gradient-based controls on compensation.
developing within basins of different morphology would reveal the influence of the basin 
shape on fan evolution. Narrow basins may provide 
anti-compensational fan in which
the fan simply due to the confining nature of a basin relative to the size of each deposit. 
Additional work could also be done in terms of assessing 
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Grain Size Range 
Low – High (mm) 
1 Yes C,5 Debris Flow Slight, 
Downslope 
Intermediate 0.3 9.6 32.00 Clast 55 45 10 250 
2 Yes D,4 Debris Flow  Reverse Graded, little 
intermediate 
1.1 12 10.91 Matrix 45 55 5 250 
3 Yes C,5 Stream Flow  Bedded 0.32 1.6 5.00 Matrix 15 85 1 80 
4 Yes F,5 Debris Flow Slight, 
Downslope 
Intermediate 0.4 8.7 21.75 Clast 70-
45 
30-55 2 200 
5 Yes F,4 Debris Flow  Intermediate 0.5 10.4 20.80 Clast 35 65 2 170 
6 Yes P,5 Stream Flow  Normally Graded 0.5 12.3 24.60 Clast 50 50 2 300 
7 Yes D,4 Stream Flow  Bedded 0.7 2.2 3.14 Matrix 3 97 1 50 
8 Yes H,5 Debris Flow  Intermediate 0.35 2.7 7.71 Clast 35 65 2 200 
9 Yes J,5 Debris Flow  Reverse Graded 0.7 6.9 9.86 Clast 40 60 2 250 
10 Yes L,5 Stream Flow  Bedded 0.6 3.6 6.00 Matrix 30 70 1 60 
11 Yes N,4 Debris Flow and 
Stream Flow 
 Intermediate, Reverse 
Grading (Debris Flow) 
1.1 21 19.09 Matrix 30 70 2 250 
12 No G,4 Stream Flow  Intermediate 0.45 9.1 20.22 Matrix 30 70 2 200 
13 No K,4 Debris Flow  - 0.4 3.9 9.75 Clast 40 60 2 200 




Intermediate 1.5 19.7 13.13 Clast 40 60 2 150 
15 No G,4 Debris Flow  Intermediate 1 6.2 6.20 Matrix 25 75 2 150 
16 No M,4 Debris Flow and 
Stream Flow 
 Intermediate 0.6 10.3 17.17 Clast 40 60 2 20 
17 No K,4 Debris Flow Slight, 
Downslope 
Intermediate 0.8 5.1 6.38 Clast 45 55 2 350 





Bedded 0.7 13.8 19.71 Clast (Gravels) 
Matrix (Stream 
Flows) 
30 70 2 300 
19 No J,3 Debris Flow  Intermediate 0.4 5.1 12.75 Clast 45 55 2 300 
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Grain Size Range 
Low – High (mm) 
20 No G,3 Stream Flow  Intermediate 1 8.3 8.30 Matrix 10 90 2 250 
21 No H,3 Stream Flow Slight, 
Downslope 
Intermediate 0.2 7.3 36.50 Clast     
22 No K,3 Debris Flow  Intermediate 0.65 12.7 19.54 Matrix 15 85 2 200 
23 No K,2 Debris Flow  - 1.4 8.1 5.79 Matrix 25 75 2 300 
24 No K,2 Debris Flow Slight, 
Downslope 






























Matrix Content  
(% by vol) 
Clast Sizes (% by vol) Samples (List) Notes 










1 Subangular 10 90 10 50 25 15 0 S1, S2, S29, 
S30 
Unit very defined to the left (west), extrapolated to the right (East), Lots 
of caliche cementing in the matrix (Sample 1) 
2 Subangular 
(elongate) 
15 85 20 45 20 15 0 S3, S4 Very little caliche- less cemented, flowed across western slope of outcrop, 
young 
3 Subangular 5 95 70 15 5 0 0 S5 May grade into unit to the east (4), sharp boundary buy not entirely 
certain (pic 4) 
4 Subangular 10 90 55 20 25 0 0 S28, S6, S7, S8 Middle zone (thicker) consists of gradational alternating bands of clast-
rich/clast poor of a finer grain (45 % clast, 55% matrix above) lots of space 
between grains (air)-> loose deposit despite clast support thick clast poor 
debris flow sequence (levees and filled channel??) 
5 Subangular 15 85 20 65 15 0 0 S25, S9, S26, 
S27, S10, S11 
Less void space than #4, more compact matrix-poor debris flow sequence 
-> maybe 3-4, 25cm thick sub events contained in main lens, each reverse 
graded (see pic) 
6 Subangular 7 93 20 58 15 7 0 S33, S12, S36, 
S13, S30 
Clay washing down from upper unit, top 20cm thin but very laterally 
continuous, easy to follow (obscured by blue car in pan) 
7 Subangular 15 85 60 40 0 0 0 S14 Cross bedded fluvial deposit, sand-rich with fines intermediate 
lenses/beds -> 15% clays 
8 Subangular 35 65 25 45 30 0 0 S15 
Deposit in sag, notably more fines than other lenses, clast-rich debris flow 
9 Subangular 12 88 40 40 10 10 0 S16, S17 Slight imbrication our of the outcrop (pic 2) again mostly intermediate 
clast orientation viewed from the front-> clast rich debris flow, May be 
consisting of 2/3 smaller flow events, contacts start to get hazy, upper 
bed has notably more clay (sample 16) 
10 Subangular 5 95 40 55 5 0 0 S18 
Clay running down the face, cements outside grain in the top 15 cm 
11 Subangular 10 90 15 65 15 5 0 S19, S20, S31, 
S21, S32, S22, 
S41, S34, S35, 
S23, S38, S24, 
S39, S40 
Large body of smaller events (sandy, clast-rich debris deposits) with 
lenses of gravel and fines in between that wash clays down face- sandy 
matrix (pic 7) 
12 Subangular 10 90 77 15 5 3 0  Outcrop obscured by washes of soil, extent not very clear-- bedding may 
be apparent beneath the surface 
13 Subangular 10 90 35 55 10 0 0  
small, clast rich material and sandy debris flow (see sketch) 
14 Subangular 10 90 65 30 5 0 0  upper-mid fan event boundaries quite hazy, unit likely an amalgamation 
of minor debris flow and fluvial activity within a relatively comfortable 
period of time subdividing possible but with little certainty 
15 Subangular 10 90 60 35 5 0 0  Perhaps several amalgamated debris flow events (~25cm thick) otherwise 
fairly uniform sandy matrix- dominated composition 
16 Subangular 10 90 37 60 3 0 0  Clast-rich pockets of debris flow material ~30cm thick, ~1m wide 









Matrix Content  
(% by vol) 
Clast Sizes (% by vol) Samples (List) Notes 










17 Subangular 10 90 35 30 30 5 0  Right (east) side equivalent to unit 2, follows slope break down with clast-
heavy base- raveling soil and rock obscures upper 30 cm as far as grain 
analysis goes other units terminate in base 
18 Subangular 10 90 30 45 15 10 0  Debated extent of eastern gravel deposit, imbricated-> fluvial, lumped 
with unit 25 to create widespread fluvial system of sands with imbricated 
gravel lenses 
19 Subangular 10 90 25 45 20 10 0  
Clast-supported sandy-matrix-poor debris flow event 
20 Subangular 10 90 23 40 30 7 0  Some lineations of larger clasts, massively bedded sand and fines with 
intermixed lineations of clasts- nothing substantial uncertain as to how 
much material has raveled down, maybe concealing more clasts 
21  10 90       Included in Unit 20 as a cap and boundary, likely a larger stream flow 
capable of moving the larger clasts, potentially imbricated out of outcrop 
22 Subangular 10 90 40 50 10 0 0  Massively bedded matrix-rich deposit with some stream flow elements in 
the center on the bottom-> presumed debris flow or undistinguishable 
series of flows 
23 Subangular 10 90 28 60 7 5 0  Similar to unit 22, but with notably more exposed clasts, large debris 
event or several of indistinguishable ones, extends across whole fan, 
small, clast-supported lobe 30x50cm bottom center 
24 Subangular 10 90 25 30 45 0 0  clast support based on exposed clasts in ravine, slight horizontal 
imbrication along base, mapping based on exposed material and eroded 
ravine (along rope placement in K2) May not be the youngest/highest unit 






























Grain Size Range 
Low – High (mm) 
1 Yes Q,4 Debris Flow - Reverse Graded 2.6 21.6 8.31 Matrix 65 35 1 1000 
2 Yes O,4 Debris Flow N Reverse Graded 0.7 52.1 74.43 Matrix 60 40 2 280 
3 Yes I,4 Debris Flow N Intermediate 1.7 42.9 25.24 Clast 65 35 1 1000 
4 Yes O,4 Debris Flow N Intermediate 1 17.1 17.10 Matrix 50 50 1 575 
5 Yes O,4 Debris Flow - Intermediate 0.5 15 30.00 Matrix 45 55 1 350 
6 No O,4 Stream Flow - Bedded 1.4 14 10.00 Matrix 35 65 1 500 
7 No J,4 Debris Flow - Intermediate 1.6 31 19.38 Clast 55 45 1 1200 
8 No F,4 Debris Flow  Intermediate 1.2 18.7 15.58 Matrix 55 45 1 1000 
9 No H,3 Debris Flow - Reverse Graded 1.2 18 15.00 Matrix 40 60 1 1500 
10 No P,3 Debris Flow N Intermediate 1.2 9.5 7.92 Clast 50 50 1 50 
11 No I,3 Debris Flow N Intermediate 1.3 24.3 18.69 Matrix 40 60 1 500 
12 No I,3 Debris Flow Slight Intermediate 2 17.1 8.55 Matrix 50 50 1 1500 
13 No N,3 Debris Flow N Intermediate 1.7 20.1 11.82 Matrix 55 45 1 1200 
14 No H,3 Stream Flow - Bedded 0.7 9 12.86 Matrix 35 65 1 250 
15 No L,3 Stream Flow - Bedded 1.3 26 20.00 Matrix 35 65 1 500 
16 No L,3 Stream Flow - Bedded 0.6 27.8 46.33 Matrix 35 65 1 500 
17 No N,3 Debris Flow - Reverse Graded 0.6 8.8 14.67 Matrix 55 45 1 1000 
18 No L,3 Stream Flow - Bedded 1.2 24.2 20.17 Matrix 35 65 1 500 
19 No N,2 Debris FLow N Reverse Graded 0.4 5 12.50 Clast 60 40 1 1500 
20 No K,2 Stream Flow - Bedded 0.8 21.6 27.00 Matrix 45 55 1 1200 
21 No L,2 Stream Flow - Bedded 0.8 12.2 15.25 Matrix 45 55 1 500 
22 No K,2 Stream Flow - Bedded 1.2 4.1 3.42 Matrix 45 55 1 500 
23 No L,2 Debris Flow - Intermediate, Slight Reverse 
grading along base 
0.7 0.4 0.57 Matrix 55 45 1 800 
24 No K,2 Debris Flow N Intermediate, Slight Reverse 
grading along base 
1 5 5.00 Clast 60 40 1 1200 
25 No L,2 Stream Flow - Bedded 0.5 7.7 15.40 Matrix 35 65 1 500 
26 No K,2 Debris Flow - Intermediate 0.4 8.2 20.50 Clast 65 35 1 750 
27 No K,2 Debris Flow - Intermediate 0.7 4 5.71 Matrix 50 50 1 500 
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Grain Size Range 
Low – High (mm) 























Matrix Content  
(% by vol) 
Clast Sizes (% by vol) Samples (List) Notes 











Subangular 5 95 25 25 30 15 5 S1, S11 
Possibly amalgamation of several debris lobes which show alternating 
bands of reverse graded material 
2 
Angular 5 95 30 25 35 10 0 
S3, S7, S12, 
S13, S15, S2 
mostly structureless, no imbrication, fairly laterally continuous, see map, 
upon closer inspection appears to coarsen to the south (left) maintains 
debris flow appearance 
3 
Subangular 14 86 15 30 25 15 5 S14, S10 
Lots of clay clinging to the underside of large clasts, ropey black 
precipitate deposit visible in the center, has the appearance of asphalt- 
winds between units and contains red weathering rinds, very strange (see 
pics) 
4 
Subangular 12 88 25 40 25 10 0 S8, S4, S5 Can see clay clinging to undersides of large clasts (see pic) 
5 
Subangular 5 95 20 40 25 15 0 S6, S9 
Winnowing clay apparent on unit face, finer-grained deposit, cool moth! 
See pic- 
6 
Subangular 10 90 50 25 20 5 0  Not likely debris flow, clear beds lots of small clasts/matrix 
7 
Subangular 10 90 10 15 15 45 10  
clast-rich deposit of poorly sorted material dark crust apparent on clasts 
to the right, fades to brown to the left 
8 
Subangular 10 90 25 30 40 5 0  
edge of a lens, may have been part of relic fan since migrated and eroded 
on the south (left) side, clast-rich debris flow 
9 
Subangular 10 90 25 25 25 15 10  
lots of larger clasts, nice lens shape, some reverse grading apparent along 
base 
10 
Subangular 10 90 30 25 35 10 0  
Lens overrides large dark contact that appears to cut across the fan (relic 
shape?) truncated by erosion of North (right) side Clast-rich debris flow 
11 
Subangular 10 90 30 40 25 5 0  
May be matrix-heavy counter part of unit 12, perhaps a function of 
reverse grading, but contrast such they were divided- clast-poor debris 
flow 
12 
Subangular 10 90 23 20 35 15 7  
Significant portion of larger clasts, sandwiched between matrix-rich unit 
11 and cross bedded unit 14- pinched out along major contact- thin lens 
of well-cemented sediment that protrudes from outcrop face <10cm thick 
13 
Subangular 10 90 25 25 25 20 5  
notably coarser on north (right) side than on south, however 3 largest 
boulders located on the southern margin- similar to unit 10, located 
above major contact- layer truncated by erosion to the North 
14 
Subangular 10 90 45 40 10 5 0  could be winnowed material after event 12- not debris flow 
15 
Subangular 10 90 50 35 12 3 0  
Thin, laterally continuous lens of bedded sand/gravel and small debris 
lobes-> stream flow (debris lenses more apparent on the north end) 
16 
Subangular 10 90 40 30 15 5 0  
Thin, laterally continuous band similar to unit 15 but with fewer larger 
clasts (no debris lobes) and stronger signs of bedding -> stream flow 
17 
Subangular 10 90 35 25 30 10 0  Clast-rich flow of material truncated by erosion of North face (?) 
18 
Subangular 10 90 40 30 20 10 0  
Laterally continuous band of bedded material with clast lineations- some 
small potential debris flow lenses-> largely stream dominated 
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Matrix Content  
(% by vol) 
Clast Sizes (% by vol) Samples (List) Notes 











Subangular 10 90 20 35 20 15 10  
Small clast-rich lens of large clasts occupying a slightly reverse-graded 
arrangement with no apparent imbrication-> debris flow 
20 
Subangular 10 90 35 20 20 15 10  
continuous band that appears to transition from debris flow dominated to 
bedded in parts, bedding to right (North) debris flow to the south, overall 
apparently stream flow dominated 
21 
Subangular 10 90 35 35 20 10 0  
zone of alluvially-dominated material (bedded) with discrete zones of 
potential debris flow material (intermediate) 
22 
Subangular 10 90 35 35 20 10 0  
small unit of stream flow-dominated material similar from afar to unit 21 
but separated by gravel of unit 23 (perhaps a trick of perspective?) 
23 
Subangular 10 90 35 25 25 15 0  clast-rich debris lens truncated by erosion of North slope 
24 
Subangular 10 90 25 20 30 15 10  
clast-rich debris lens, truncated by erosion along south face- clast support 
could be thin matrix, difficult to tell from a distance 
25 
Subangular 10 90 40 35 15 10 0  
small band of stream flow dominated material compositionally similar to 
units 21 and 22 but separated by gravels of units 23 and 25 
26 
Subangular 10 90 25 25 20 30 0  
clast-rich debris lens with large clasts that likely had matrix washed out 
from visible surface- could be clast supported as prior, hard to tell from 
distance 
27 
Subangular 10 90 45 30 15 10 0  
small, clast-rich debris lens separated by unit 28 (cap) by ~35cm thick 
fluvial band 
28 
Subangular 10 90 35 30 20 15 0  
clast-rich debris unit at the crest of the fan, separated from lower strata 


























Grain Size Range 
Low – High (mm) 
1 Yes 
Debris Flow N Intermediate 2.5 8 3.20 Matrix 40 60 5 1000 
2 Yes 
Debris Flow N Intermediate 1.6 12.6 7.88 Matrix 30 70 2 350 
3 Yes 
Debris Flow Y Intermediate 2.8 10.9 3.89 Matrix 45 55 2 1200 
4 Yes 
Debris Flow Y 
Intermediate and 
Reverse graded at base 3.1 43.1 13.90 Matrix 60 40 2 750 
5 Yes 
Debris Flow Y Intermediate 1.8 8.3 4.61 Matrix 55 45 2 750 
6 No 
Debris Flow - Intermediate 3.6 86.4 24.00 Matrix 55 45 2 1200 
7 No 
Debris Flow - Intermediate 2 71 35.50 Matrix 40 60 2 3000 
8 Yes 
Debris Flow - 
Intermediate and 
Reverse graded at base 1.6 28.1 17.56 Matrix 45 55 2 1000 
9 Yes 
Stream Flow - Reverse Graded 1.1 17.7 16.09 Clast 65 35 1 500 
10 Yes 
Debris Flow N Intermediate 0.9 12.9 14.33 Matrix 25 75 0.5 750 
11 Yes 
Debris Flow N Intermediate 2.7 56.1 20.78 Matrix 40 60 2 3000 
12 No 
Debris Flow - Intermediate 2.4 38.6 16.08 Matrix 50 50 1 500 
13 Yes 
Debris Flow - Reverse Graded 5.1 93.6 18.35 Matrix 50 50 1 1000 
14 Yes 
Debris Flow N Intermediate 3.2 82.5 25.78 Matrix 40 60 1 1500 
15 Yes 
Debris Flow - Intermediate 1.9 26 13.68 Matrix 35 65 1 1200 
16 Yes 
Debris Flow Y 
Intermediate and 
Reverse graded at base 3.9 103.8 26.62 Matrix 45 55 1 1200 
17 Yes 
Debris Flow N Reverse Graded 1.5 78.6 52.40 Matrix 45 55 1 1000 
18 No 
Debris Flow - Intermediate 1.2 54 45.00 Matrix 45 55 1 1000 R / 450 L 
19 Yes 
Stream Flow - Bedded 1.2 34 28.33 Matrix 45 55 1 500 
20 Yes 
Debris Flow - 
Intermediate and 
Reverse graded at base 0.5 24.6 49.20 Matrix 55 45 1 750 
21 Yes 
Stream Flow - Bedded 0.6 23 38.33 Clast 55 45 1 50 
22 Yes 
Debris Flow - - 1.4 20.6 14.71 Matrix 40 60 1 500 
23 No 
Debris Flow Y Intermediate 1.7 52.7 31.00 Clast 60 40 2 1000 
24 No 
Debris Flow - Intermediate 1.6 68 42.50 Matrix 45 55 2 3000 
25 Yes 




Table B-3B: Cedar Mesa Site Raw Data (Clast Shape through Notes) 
Unit 
# 
Clast Shape Matrix Content  
(% by vol) 
Clast Sizes (% by vol) Samples (List) Notes 













12 88 20 25 30 20 5 S1, S2, S3 Thick and matrix, tension cracks appear throughout- lowest decently 
exposed unit on right (south) side [outcrop is west- facing] samples S1 




12 88 30 35 20 15 0  thin strip of matrix-rich debris material structureless, no apparent 
imbrication-> could feasible synch up with units 14 and 16 on other side 
(North) 
3 Subrounded - - 15 15 35 15 20 S9 Largely structureless with slight imbrication apparent along the contact 
with unit 2 below- large clasts slightly imbricated down-grade (see pic) 
4 Subrounded 12 88 15 25 35 25 0 S6 Slight imbrication down-slope clast abundance decreases to the North 
(Left) may be subtle contact dividing unit-> will look , observation taken 
from the southern edge left of S6, clast concentration dips where tension 




10 90 15 20 30 35 0 S10 
Structureless deposit, possible slight imbrication in larger clasts 
downslope- light colored, prominent matrix, (see pic) 
6 Subangular 10 90 25 20 20 25 10  Slight concentration of gravel particles toward the top otherwise 
structureless- large, long unit subdivided into 2 pieces on the basis of a 
slight increase in clast concentration along the bottom (clast-rich and, see 
map) also along top but nor as continuous- no separation 
7 Subrounded 10 90 15 15 30 25 15  Larger matrix content resulted in a lighter color to be identified from the 
ground, thin laterally continuous debris flow material with large rounded 
clasts of basalt, 3rd from the top (see base map) 
8 Subangular-
subrounded 
15 85 15 20 35 25 5 S8, S9 Thin debris flow potentially incised into by material associated with 
deposition of unit 4 
9 angular/sub
angular 




15 85 28 45 15 2 0 S12 Could be considered thin debris flow cap of unit 9, matrix supported and 
dominated band of material- several interbedded flows, clay-rich, VERY 
stiff 
11 Subrounded 10 90 10 25 30 10 25 S14 
Large continuous debris flow with wide assortment of clast-sizes 
12 Subrounded
-subangular 
10 90 35 25 25 15 0  matrix potentially thin in places, potential reverse grading along the base, 
clast-rich (relatively) composition lends to a darker color, thin bands of 
debris flow material pinched on either end 
13 Subangular-
subrounded 
12 88 25 25 30 20 0 S13, S15, S16 Subdivided into 2 similar flows of similar composition and extent, 
separated by patterns in reverse gradation (sample 13 on 'contact') (see 
pics) bedded, clast-rich zone to the left (north) may warrant subdivision of 





Table B-3B: Cedar Mesa Site Raw Data (Clast Shape through Notes) Continued. 
Unit 
# 
Clast Shape Matrix Content  
(% by vol) 
Clast Sizes (% by vol) Samples (List) Notes 












12 88 20 25 30 20 5  Places where cakey matrix has broken off you can see more clasts-rich 
zones, right margin contains large pocket of clast-rich (perhaps clast 
supported) material0 within unit boundaries- could have been winnowed 
zone, structureless and no apparent imbrication (see pics) (pt. B) 
15 Subangular-
subrounded 
10 90 15 25 30 25 5 S19 largely structureless- layer of more clast-rich material separates it from 
upper unit 14, clast concentration appears to increase to the right (south) 
up to possibly 45%, lots of mud washing from upper unit 14 (see pics) 
16 Subangular-
subrounded 






Large, laterally continuous (across outcrop) band of debris flow material 
that while largely homogenous in appearance on the right (south) margin, 
separated into 2 beds across a gradational contact to the left- reverse 
grading contact more apparent to the north (left) 
17 Subangular-
subrounded 
10 90 15 35 30 20 0 S22, S23, S25 Possibly 3 small debris flows that constitute a thin layer below unit 16, no 
apparent imbrication- right most flow appears thickest (equal to unit 1 




10 90 25/25 30/35 30/35 10/5 5/0  Substantial decrease in clast size from ropes 5 to 6 (pt. E) however upper 
and lower bounds maintained to the left (north) larger clast region to the 
south (right) pinches 
19 Subangular-
subrounded 




10 90 15 30 55 10 0 S27, S29 Series of smaller, overlapping debris flow episodes with interbedded 
alluvial gravels, lots of clay washing down face from 17 and 19- 2 main 
bands, lower band of continuous material (unit 20) and gravel interlayer 
and upper unit of overlapping flows-> grouped into unit 25 
21 Subrounded 5 95 45 55 0 0 0 S27A, S30, S31 2 bands of alluvial material upper, coarser (small pebble) and lower, finer 
(coarse sand) ~35cm/20cm respectfully 
22 Subangular-
subrounded 
10 90 30 40 25 5 0  Several interbedded debris flow episodes 20-60cm thick not mapped in 
detail due to poor exposure- lots of mud running down- see base map for 
estimated event contacts 
23 Subrounded 10 90 15 15 30 30 10  Could be a series of interbedded clast-rich flows-hard to tell lack of 
matrix, darker color- could be supported by thin matrix, hard to tell 
24 Subrounded 10 90 15 25 25 30 5  thin layer of matrix supported material capping the summit of the 
exposure most basalt clasts are coated in caliche (white) could be a series 
of amalgamated flows that s slowly been weathered no obvious surface 
boundaries 
25 Subrounded 12 88 20 50 20 10 0 S28 (flow 2 
NOT flow 3 as 
noted on bag) 
Originally grouped with unit 20, separated due to diversity- 3+ major 
small debris flows overlap in laterally continuous band to form unit 25 
lower bound being continuous clast supported alluvial gravel and alluvial 
succession of unit 19 on top 
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Table B-4: Correlation Matrix. Correlation presented in terms of coefficient of determination (r2, white cells). Light grey 
cells contain associated p-values from Pearson correlation analysis. Dark grey cells represent statistically significant 
correlations following p-value analysis. 
































Compensation 1.000 0.098 0.431 0.032 0.003 0.339 0.166 0.163 0.220 0.716 0.470 
% Stream flow 
Material by 
Area 
-0.988 1.000 0.333 0.130 0.101 0.437 0.068 0.065 0.122 0.618 0.372 
% Clay in 
Matrix by 
Mass 









1.000 -0.987 0.776 -0.999 1.000 0.336 0.169 0.166 0.223 0.720 0.473 
% Clasts by 
Vol 
0.862 -0.773 0.354 -0.886 0.864 1.000 0.505 0.502 0.559 0.945 0.809 
Max Unit 
Thickness 
0.966 -0.994 0.915 -0.952 0.965 0.702 1.000 0.003 0.054 0.551 0.304 
Unit Width 0.967 -0.995 0.913 -0.954 0.966 0.705 1.000 1.000 0.057 0.553 0.307 
Unit Width to 
Thickness 
Ratio 




0.431 -0.564 0.901 -0.385 0.426 -0.087 0.649 0.645 0.711 1.000 0.247 
Runout 
Distance (m) 
0.740 -0.834 0.998 -0.705 0.736 0.296 0.888 0.886 0.924 0.926 1.000 
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Table B-5: Correlation Matrix Inputs and Associated Units and Samples 




0.63 ALL 0.91* ALL 1.03 ALL 
% Stream Flow 
Material by Area 
51.1 ALL 24.8 ALL 3.4 ALL 
% Clay in Matrix 
by Mass 
7.54 S7, unit 4  
S9, unit 5  
S4, unit 2 S15, 
unit 8 S16, unit 9 
7.89 S1, unit 1  
S3, unit 2  
S5, unit 4  
S9, unit 5 S14, 
unit3 
12.74 S23, unit 17 
S24, unit 16 
S2, unit 1 
S14, unit 11 
S9, unit 8 
% Pebble-Sized 
Clasts by Vol. 
76 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
13, 15, 17, 19, 
22, 23, 24 
54 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 17, 19, 23, 
24, 26, 27, 28 
46 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 20, 22, 
23, 24, 25 
%Cobble-Sized 
Clasts and 
Greater by Vol. 
24.00 1, 2, 4, 5,  8, 9, 
13, 15, 17, 19, 
22, 23, 24 
44.84 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 17, 19, 23, 
24, 26, 27, 28 
54.10 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 20, 22, 
23, 24, 25 
%Clasts by Vol. 35.00 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
13, 15, 17, 19, 
22, 23, 24 
48.00 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 17, 19, 23, 
24, 26, 27, 28 
45.00 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17, 20, 22, 
23, 24, 25 
Max Unit 
Thickness (m) 
0.64 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
13, 15, 19, 22, 
23, 24 
1.26 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 
12, 13, 27 
1.99 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 18, 20, 22, 
23, 25 
Unit Width (m) 7.76 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
13, 15, 19, 22, 
23, 24 
25.00 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 
12, 13, 27 
45.00 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 18, 20, 22, 
23, 25 
Unit Width to 
Thickness Ratio 
14.25 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 
13, 15, 19, 22, 
23, 24 
18.44 5, 7, 11, 27 24.14 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 18, 20, 22, 
23, 25 
Fractional Length 
from Fan Apex 
0.71 NONE 0.58 NONE 0.92 NONE 
Absolute 
Distance from 
Fan Apex (m) 
200 NONE 190 NONE 6500 NONE 






SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTRONIC FILES 
  
 Included in these supplemental electronic files are enlarged photo panoramas of 
each mapping location (enlarged versions of Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3) including unit 
boundaries, labels, and sampling locations. 
Detailed, Enlarged Panoramas Images containing unit contacts, labels 
and sampling locations for each fan as 
well as the height measurable by direct 
observation. 
Figure C-1: Oversized Woodland Park Fan 
Unit Traces 
Image of Woodland Park fan used for field 
mapping and unit digitization. Some of the 
lower-most units are partially obscured by 
a hedge in foreground. 
Figure C-2: Oversized Poncha Pass Fan 
Unit Traces 
Image of Poncha Pass fan used for unit 
contact digitization. A different image than 
that chosen for field work to reduce vertical 
distortion of original base map image. 
Figure C-3: Cedar Mesa Fan Unit Traces 
Image of Cedar Mesa fan used for field 
work and digitization.  
 
